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To the reader: Not everyone quote/comment is attributed to a particular person, but 

efforts have been made to identify all comments or statements made by the USCA 

representative facilitating the meeting.  

 

The meeting was attended by 29 people on a warm Tuesday evening at Granite Curling 

Club.  I introduced Rick Patzke, who gave a Power Point presentation on the existing 

high performance program and some of the changes that are being discussed. The Power 

Point is available as a summary of Rick’s presentation, and will not be repeated here.  I 

will concentrate more on the feedback from the Participant.  These are individual 

comments for the most part, and do not necessarily indicate a consensus. 

 

CONCEPTS DISCUSSION 

WHO SHOULD BE ELIGIBLE FOR TRAINING? 

Should the program be open to everyone? 

The idea is to have a broad availability of camps to introduce the elite performance model 

– skills, video analysis, compare your level to elite level. 

Commitment to the High Performance Program – must also be measured and continually 

improve. 

 

Concern expressed if this will become such a huge time commitment, such that you can’t 

hold an outside job.  And we will cut out some of our talented athletes who can’t make 

that level of commitment, or live too far away to get to a training camp in the Midwest. 

 

Will people who can’t commit to the program still have a shot? 

Rick made an important clarification that everyone will still have a shot, but we have to 

recognize that the USOC money will naturally go to those who commit to the program.  

This may mean that some individuals on a team may be on the program and others not, so 

the funding will not necessarily be on a team basis. 

 

What if a team not in the HPP wins the National Championship.  Will they be funded to 

the World?   

Rick clarified that our World teams will still be supported. 

We are talking about supporting a national development program that can bring along 

players that want to become elite. 

 

The point was made that we want to spread the help broadly across all regions. 

 



Question raised about sending top teams directly to the nationals, based on their WCT 

performance.  Rick and I confirmed that this is being discussed for the future, but we 

need to define top teams.  We are working on it.  Should be other ways to qualify besides 

the regional qualifiers. 

 

Participant comment: It’s not a good idea to pick the Olympic teams so early, three or 

four months better. 

Why can’t we have some regional cash spiels in the U.S.? Get the elite curlers together to 

compete and have the national coaches there. 

 

Rick discussed getting a World Curling Tour going, with world class ice, and holding it 

in late summer - early fall.  Metro Denver Sports Commission has expressed some 

interest in helping to get this going. 

 

Participant comment: Regarding regional camps for women, maybe a single camp would 

be better, because it’s a smaller pool, and gives the women a chance to network. 

 

Will there be a different selection process for Olympic teams compared to the Worlds?  

Not yet determined. 

 

Participant comment/questions: Does the USCA intend to pick teams?  This is a team 

sport, and teams do better when they self-form and stay together longer. 

The idea of hand picking a team is not a good idea.  Scotland seems to be getting away 

from that for the future. 

Rick denied the rumor that he was going to select the Olympic team. What China does 

makes sense for China, but that doesn’t mean it would be best for us.  Right now we are 

emulating the Canadian system, and not necessarily working well either.  We need to take 

what works for us. 

 

Concern about politics of who gets selected for camps, and when and where they are held.  

Most seem to like having an open system where you can work your way up. 

When?  Spring after the Nationals?  Others suggested August or September 

 

Concern that a camp open to all would not be useful for elite players.  Expressed 

preference for an elite camp, or camps on different levels. 

It may be more cost effective to send the teachers to the regions – less travel for fewer 

people.  It was useful when Ed Lukowich did a camp in Seattle. 

 

COACHING CONCEPTS 

Participant: We need to have a national team coach at worlds, including juniors.  It’s too 

much to expect a regular coach to be able to be effective at this level.  Experience counts, 

both for coach and team leader.  The other teams at junior world generally had a very 

experienced national coach 

Teams need to get plugged in with their own coach earlier on, not just at the end; e.g. 

Kevin Martin and his coach have a 20-year relationship.  



Not someone to parachute in and take over, but an experienced person to give 

suggestions- another pair of eyes. 

Question about U.S. vs Canadian coaches.  We need to improve our own coaching pool, 

but also need to get the technical help from outside if not available in U.S. 

 

One person expressed that if you have like minded people who have similar commitment 

and skill level, you should be able to play with other people, whether or not they are your 

friends.  What if you need help putting together a team? 

USCA/National Coach can help by keeping stats on players and provide information to 

people looking for a team.  Get the person with the qualities you need.  We do want to 

keep stats on our players at the Nationals in the future. 

 

We discussed the concept of having funded coaches and having them take the initiative in 

forming teams.  Could work so long as the players and coaches are accountable for how 

they use the money, and are tied into the HPP program. 

Players worry about being cut, but this is the way it is in other sports. 

This is still a concept under discussion. 

It’s important to have knowledgeable coaches and compatible teams.  Kind of a crap 

shoot.   Not that easy to pick teams.  Teams pick the coach or vice versa?  Or some of 

both, where they find each other. 

Power issues need to be addressed too, as curlers are used to having say on their own 

teams.   If it doesn’t work, do you fire the coach or the players? 

Compatibility of players and coaches is critical.  Not all coaches are good for all players.  

Ed worked well with some, not others.  A coach is really a fifth person on the team. 

Like in college, where players pick a college, but the coach decides who plays on the 

team.   

If we respect the players and they are working with the program, we should trust and 

respect their choice of coach. 

The coach should be more than a team manager.  Needs to be a real coach, like in other 

sports.   

It would be good to have a pool of elite coaches committed and knowledgeable about the 

program, but let the team pick the coach.  Needs to be a mutual thing. 

There also has to be trust.  There need to be clear mutual expectations about what the 

players and coaches expect from each other, or you are going to have conflict.   

Rick pointed out that we recognized the need to improve the coaching pool and that’s 

why we hired a coaching development director.  The coach’s job is mostly done before 

the championships: getting them ready for battle.  Not much you can do once they are on 

the ice – no time outs. 

 

Participant: Because this is an amateur sport, we don’t have a professional attitude.  In 

other sports, you listen to the coach, or you’re out.  I’m happy to hear us taking a more 

professional attitude.  We need to grade our coaches based on their performance.  We 

don’t want to lose potential coaches.  Coaches need to buy into the HPP as well.  Funding 

gives coaches some help and incentive. 

What are our criteria for certifying coaches?  What are we looking for?  We have good 

curlers, but our prep is not as good as what other countries are getting from their national 



coaches.  They know the rocks, the ice, the teams, so we feel a bit behind the curve when 

we get to Worlds. 

We need to have someone at the worlds who knows how to match rocks. 

Coach should help team reach their potential, not try to dictate doing it his or her way. 

Don’t limit coaches by demanding certification.  This might eliminate some who can’t 

travel for the certification.   

It would be good to do some of this online or through webinars. 

 

WORKING WITH THE USOC 

Discussion by Rick about some of the USOC resources.  Some high performance staff 

members are not curlers, but have knowledge of proven high performance sports 

concepts.  USOC’s John Crawley has been embedded with curling.  A fitness and 

conditioning guy. He helped out wherever needed  

We need to be able to tell them what we need. 

Curling Zone’s Gerry Geurtz - keeping stats, like Money Ball.  Where are the weaknesses 

of our opponents.   

 

USOC won’t advance money without accountability. 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS (from participants) 

 

The worst thing would be to slide back into our old way of doing things. 

  

We have to give it time – don’t expect instant success. 

 

All star concept not likely to work.  Who feels they are in a position to choose?   

 

Good players are all around the country.  We need to work on getting them together.  

Sometimes the players have to move to get together, but take the best players from 

wherever they may be. 

 

Teams should prove themselves over time, but at some point, when you are playing for 

all the marbles, you have to win.   

 

Team funding is a great benefit, but teams that want to go to the Olympics will put in 

their own money. 

 

How about the possibility of funding some high quality ice for our elite curlers to play 

and practice on?  

 

  

Have multiple training facilities with quality ice across the country.  Early ice is very 

useful, needs to be good ice.  USCA should insist on quality and monitor it, if providing 

funding. 

 



National champs should not automatically be Olympic Reps, but over how many years 

would we look in awarding points leading to an Olympic Trial spot?  The teams would 

like to know the criteria and selection process as soon as possible. 

 

Consensus was that the group was very happy that Rick came out to talk to us about this.  

We feel a little isolated and appreciate the chance to learn more about the program. 


